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 2 
Scope Note 
  
 The Thomas Montgomery Gregory Collection is a cumulative collection from the 
libraries of Thomas M. Gregory, his father, James Monroe Gregory, and his brother, 
Eugene Monroe Gregory.  The personal papers of Thomas M. Gregory are also included.  
The collection which spans 8 « linear feet was donated by Thomas M. Gregory in 1967. 
The collection consists of books, pamphlets, narratives, periodicals, manuscripts, 
documents, posters, photographs, scrapbooks, and clippings.  The subject areas of these           
materials cover the spectrum of Black history.   
 Seven boxes of the historical items are grouped under the Pamphlet series.  Most 
of the items in this series are unique and have Thomas M. Gregory's personal notes which 
precede each item. The materials date from the early 18th century to the 20th century, a 
bibliography of the Gregory library precedes the Pamphlet series to indicate the scope 
and size of the Gregory collection.  Only a small percentage of the materials were 
retained in the Manuscript Division. Most of the books were transferred to the Library 
Division of the Moorland -Spingarn Research Center.   
 Included in the personal papers of Thomas M. Gregory are materials relating to 
his military activities during and after World War 1.  There are records and 
correspondence citing the history of the campaign to secure a training camp for Negro 
officers. The entire project for a special camp to train Negro officers was conceived and 
directed at Howard University.  This project for the camp was under the leadership of 
T.M. Gregory who served as chairman of the Central Committee of Negro College Men. 
A sub-series on this organization and the Fort Des Moines Officers Training Camp for 
Negro Officers are further described in the series description.  
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 Scope Note continued 
 
 Thomas M. Gregory's dedication and commitment to Negro drama and theatre are 
quite evident in Series B to H.  In the above groups of materials, there are programs, 
photographs, tickets, invitations, press releases, articles, manuscripts, clippings and 
correspondence reflecting Gregory's work and interest in drama. Of special note are 
materials relating to his work in the Howard University Drama Department.  The                
correspondents throughout this group represent some of the most distinguished names in 
American theatre, such as Charles S. Gilpin and Eugene O'Neill .   
 The series on Howard University focuses anthe debating club and several Howard 
University publications.  Many of these publications contain literary contributions from 
Thomas Gregory. A sub-series of historical items on Howard University is quite 
interesting.  Highlights of this series include an autograph album of Howard notables and 
information on Ira Aldridge. Two large scrapbooks cover Thomas Gregory's academic 
pursuits.  The first scrapbook covers his tenure at Williston, a New England preparatory 
school, from 1902 to 1906.  The second scrapbook covers his tenure at Harvard 
University from 1906 to 1910.  Of special significance are two cassette tapes by Thomas 
M. Gregory, dated 1971, on his personal reminiscences of Howard University.  
  Significant historical items in the collection include an unpublished poem by 
Phillis Wheatley and original manuscripts of speeches for a Frederick Douglass 
Testimonial Banquet held January 1, 1883.  A newspaper clipping from the New York 
Herald dated April 15, 1865 on the assassination of President Lincoln is quite interesting.  
Additional materials on Thomas M. Gregory, James Monroe Gregory and other members  
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Scope Note continued 
 
of the Gregory family were acquired in l978, from Thomas M.Gregory, Jr.  Most of the 
materials are xerox copies.  The original materials were retained by the Gregory family. 
The materials on Thomas M. Gregory include additional correspondence, certificates and 
photographs on his military activities.  Materials concerning the Howard Players and 
correspondence dealing with his position as Consultant to the U.S. State Department 
(l96l-l962) are present.  Literary correspondence includes letters from Jesse Fauset, 
James Weldon Johnson, Alice Dunbar Nelson, Jean Toomer and others. General 
correspondence includes letters from Joel E. Spingarn, Alain Locke and Theodore 
Roosevelt.  Correspondence dealing with his tenure at Howard University is quite 
interesting.  The highlight of this series deals with information gathered for an article in 
the Reader's Digest on the Gregory family.  In this group biographical information on 
James Monroe Gregory, Mrs. Fannie E. Gregory, James Francis Gregory, Thomas M. 
Gregory and an article on the Gregory family are present.  Correspondence between 
Thomas M. Gregory and Paul Friggens, the researcher for the article, indicates that the 
article was never published. 
 The series on James Monroe Gregory includes biographical data, an obituary, 
correspondence, legal and printed materials.  Original printed material and 
commencement programs date l898-l9l4 from Ironsides, a training school in Bordentown, 
N.J. where James Gregory served as principal are included.  Original printed material on 
the American Association of Educators of colored Youth where James M. Gregory 
served as President is present.  Correspondence from various organizations which James 
Gregory was associated with and events that he participated in is arranged in alphabetical  
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Scope Note continued 
 
order.  Information and correspondence on Howard University is included.  The highlight 
of the J.M. Gregory series is a group of original family photographs. 
 Materials on Eugene Monroe Gregory and a clipping on the military activities of 
Maj. Frederick D. Gregory dated l978, conclude this series on items added.  A 
genealogical chart has been prepared to aid in the research of this collection.  Information 
about the training school in Bordentown, N.J. where James Gregory served as principal 
are included.  Original printed material on the American Association of Educators of 
Colored Youth where James M. Gregory served as President is present.  Correspondence 
from various organizations which James Gregory was associated with, and events that he 
participated in, is arranged in alphabetical order.  Information and correspondence on 
Howard University is included.  The highlight of the J.M. Gregory series is a                 
group of original family photographs.  
  Materials on Eugene Monroe Gregory and a clipping on the military activities of 
Maj. Frederick D. Gregory dated 1978, conclude this series on items added.  A 
genealogical chart has been prepared to aid in the research of this collection.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*See Ebony March 1979 for Maj. Frederick D. Gregory career as a Black- astronaut.          
  
  
 6 
Biographical Sketch 
  
 Thomas Montgomery Gregory  
 1887  Born in Washington, D.C., the son of James Monroe Gregory and Fannie  
  Hagan Gregory.  
  
1902-1906      Attended Williston Academy, East Hampton, Massachusetts.  
  
1906-1910      Received A.B. degree, Harvard University.  
  
1910                Successive appointments at Howard University from Instructor in   
  Department of English to Professor and Head of Department of Dramatic  
  Art and Public Speaking.  
  
1912-1914      Attended Columbia University Summer School Sessions.  
 
1917                Served as Chairman of the Central Committee of Negro College Men, that 
  led the campaign for an officer's training camp at Fort Des Moines, Iowa.  
  Commissioned First Lieutenant and Assigned to command Battery B,  
  349th Field Artillery, Fort Dix, New Jersey.  
 
1918             Married Hugh Ella Hancock. Assigned to the Bureau of Military   
  Intelligence, Washington, D.C., as Adjutant to Major Joel E. Spingarn,  
  head of the section on minority group espionage; assigned to SATC at  
  Howard University; assigned to Camp Dodge, Des Moines.  
  
1919-1924      Organized and directed the Howard Players, Howard University.  
 
1924-1925      Supervisor of three public schools in Atlantic City,  New  Jersey.  
  
1925-1956       Principal, New Jersey Avenue School, Atlantic City,  New  Jersey.  
  
1928                 Co-edited with Alain Locke Plays of Negro Life: Source Book of   
   American Negro Drama.   
 
1931                 Captain and commanding officer, state, militia Company B New Jersey  
   National Guard.  
 
1934 Sept. 14   Served as commanding officer, Company B, New Jersey  
                         National Guard.  
 
1941                 Resigned as Captain of Company B, New Jersey National Guard.  
  
1956                 Retired from Atlantic City school system.  
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Biographical Sketch continued 
  
1961-1962          Served as Consultant to the U.S. State Department, Washington, D.C.  
 
1971                  Died, in Washington, D.C.  
  
  
  
 Source:      The Thomas M. Gregory Papers
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                                            Biographical Sketch  
  
 James Monroe Gregory  
 1849 Jan. 23   Born in Lexington, VA. to William and Maria A. Lewis.  
 
 1859               Family moved to Cleveland, Ohio.  
 
1865                Entered the Preparatory Department of Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.  
 
1872         Completed studies as one of the first three graduates of the Collegiate  
  Department at Howard University.  Upon graduation was appointed  
  Tutor in Latin and mathematics.  
 
1873                 Married Fannie E. Hagan of Williamsport, Pa.  
 
1876                 Professor of Latin in the College Department of Howard University.  
 
1883                 Elected secretary of the National Convention of Colored Americans,  
   Frederick Douglass served as President.  
 
1886                 Appointed Trustee of the public schools of the District of Columbia.  
 
1890                 Founded the American Association of Educators of Colored Youth and  
   was annually elected President for eight years.  Principal of Manual and  
   Industrial Training School in Bordentown, N.J.  
 
1900                  Professor James Gregory went abroad touring Europe with his son Rev.  
    J. Francis Gregory.  Mr. J.M. Gregory carried a letter of introduction  
    from Bon. John Hay, Secretary of State, at the request of Pres. William  
    McKinley.  The letter introduced Prof. Gregory to members of the  
    Diplomatic Corps of the U.S. requesting them to show Prof. Gregory any 
    courtesies consistent with their official capacities.  
 
1905, 1907         Prof. James M. Gregory went abroad 
 
1908                   Accompanied by his youngest son, Prof. T. Montgomery Gregory.  
 
1915                   Retired from Ironside in Bordentown, N.J.  
  
1916                   Died in Baltimore, Md.  
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Biographical Sketch continued 
 
 
Other Information:  Before Emancipation  
Before Emancipation, Gregory had acted as secretary of the Fugitives of Cleveland, 
Ohio, later known as the Freedman's Aid Society.  For four years he was Secretary                                   
of the Republican Central Committee of the District of Columbia and for years a delegate 
to the Republican National Convention.  
 
 * See more information in folder #430.  
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Series Description 
  
  
Series  A         Military Records  
Box  37-1         Includes records reflecting Thomas Gregory's military activities.   
  Arranged in chronological order by event, the materials reflect his   
  involvement in the organization of a Negro training camp, the War  
  Department and Negro Troops; and his tenure as a commanding officer in  
  N.J. Specific forms of material includes correspondence, photographic  
  post cards, clippings, military reports, and printed materials.  A sub- 
  series dealing with Negro troops in general is also included.  More                                        
  materials are located in Addition Series M-O. 
  
Series  B         Howard Players Correspondence 
Box  37-2        This series reveals Thomas Gregory's  founding  and development of the  
  Negro acting troupe  at  Howard University, the Howard Players",  in   
  1919.  Most of the correspondence relates to Negro drama and Negro  
  theatre. Many well known and distinguished persons from the profession  
  are correspondents. Also included is a group of correspondence dealing  
  with special performances of the Howard Players for the Washington  
  Conference on Limitation of Armament held in 1921. There are letters of   
  acceptance and regret from high governmental officials, the White House  
  and many foreign embassies, clipping, and guest lists.  
   
Series  C         Howard Players  
Box  37-3         This series included photographs of  Howard  Players and of scenes and  
  settings from ''Me Emperor  Jones'' and "Simon, the Cyrenian". There  are  
  director's reports, budget, roster sketches all  relating to Howard Players  
  including programs of  plays  produced under the direction of T.M.  
  Gregory and Maire Moore- Forest along with tickets invitations, handbills  
  and other publicity materials such as form letters,  brochures, clippings  
  and news  releases.  Of special interest are published periodical tributes to  
  the work of the Howard University Department of Dramatic Art. More  
  materials are located in Addition Series M-O. 
  
Series  D         Play Manuscripts by Howard Players  
Box  37-4        Typescript manuscripts by well known playwrights  in the theatre.   
  Arranged in alphabetical order by author, included is a maestoso (musical  
  score) by Victor Herbert.  
  
 
Series E:  Play Manuscript by Well known Writers in Theater  
Box 37-4 Items in this series contain draft copies of plays written by persons such as 
  Charlotte Charpenning, Max Davis, Oliphant Down, Beatrice Pallenden   
  Ridgely Torrence and others  
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Series Description continued 
 
Series  F         Significant and Historical Programs  
Box  37-4        This series includes significant and historical programs in the history of  
  American  theatre.  Items include a autographed playbill by Todd Duncan  
  and Anne W. Brown of the 1935 production of "Porgy and Bess."    
  Programs from "Show Boat," and "Emperor Jones," as well as musical  
  recitals and programs are contained.  
   
Series  G         Richard B. Harrison  
Box  37-4         Materials include clippings, photographs, correspondence and programs  
  on Richard B. Harrison.  Most of the materials deal with his role as "De  
  Lawd" in "Green Pastures." Some clippings are obituaries.  The 8" x 10"  
  photograph is autographed.  
   
Series  H         Howard University  
Box  37-5          Materials dealing with lectures and the  debating club.  Form materials  
  include announcements, clippings, programs, a photograph and a letter  
  from the Stylus Club to Thomas Gregory. Also included is a sub-series on  
  H.U. publications containing contributions by Thomas Gregory, in The  
  Citizen and the Howard University Record.  The H.U. publication sub- 
  series in this group contain several volumes of The Stylus Magazine.  The  
  final sub-series under this heading includes various historical material all  
  dealing with Howard University which were collected by the Gregory’s.    
  Arranged in alphabetical order, the historical material includes   
  correspondence dealing with Ira Aldridge  Memorial, Congressional  
  legislation dealing with H.U.,  H.U.'s act of incorporation and by-laws, a  
  small book  of` autographs of H.U. notables, printed material  on Stanley  
  Durkee, Mordecai Johnson, and Kelly  Miller.  More materials on Howard 
  University are located in Addition Series M-O.  
  
Series  I         Frederick Douglass Testimonial  
Box  37-6        Original holographic speeches by Joseph Brooks, Frederick Douglass, Jr.,  
  John Ewing,  Jr.,  Thomas Fortune and others delivered on January 1,   
  1883  at  a testimonial banquet in honor of  Frederick  Douglass.  
  
Series  J         Historical Materials  
Box  37-6        Historical materials collected by the Gregory’s. Items include a clipping  
  dated April 15,  1865  in the New York Herald on the assassination of  
  President Lincoln; a document on the manumission  papers  of  a slave  
  dated 1811; letter; pictures  and  programs  from Amenia Conference in  
  1916.  
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Series Description continued 
  
  
Series  K         Pamphlets  
Box  37-7         Materials in this series include  pamphlets,  books,   and periodicals.        
to  37-13  Since the majority of the materials are pamphlets, the series has  been   
  titled  accordingly. The eight boxes of pamphlets are arranged in   
  alphabetical order by author or title.  Dates are given and the container list  
  should be used in conjunction with the formal bibliography of the Gregory 
  collection located in the beginning of Box 37-7.   The subject context of  
  these materials cover the spectrum of Black history. General areas include  
  all areas of slavery, Africana, prominent institutions and societies,   
  religion, legislation, judicial trials, social and economic conditions, the  
  dramatic arts, narratives, photographs, and the military.  The material  
  dates from the early 18th century  ro  20th  century.  Prominent authors  
  include Frederick Douglass, Absalom Jones, Richard Allen, Kelly Miller,  
  John Quincy Adams, Phillis Wheatley and Benjamin  Bannaker. Many  
  pamphlets are on prominent Black Americans  and organizations such as  
  Alain L. Locke,  NAACP,  Arthur  B.  Spingarn Collection.  Some   
  pamphlets deal with specific events such as the Boston Riot of 1854,  The  
  Brownsville Affair - 1908. Many items are rare and unique in nature.  
  Gregory wrote personal notes on many items in this series.  These   
  personal notes precede the particular item.  
 
 
Series L           Oversized & Wrapped Material  
Item 37-14        A Certificate of Membership in the American Negro Academy. Signed  
   by Archibald  Grimke,  President  of  the Washington, D.C. branch.  
   
   Howard Players Posters  
Item 37-15        A group of ten posters collected by Gregory, dealing with the Howard  
   Players.  
  
                                        Framed Certificate  
Item 37-16        A framed certificate of membership in The Stylus club of Howard  
   University dated 1916 and signed by Alain Locke.  
  
Scrapbook I  (Microfilm available for research)  
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Series L          Oversized & Wrapped Material  continued 
 
Box 37-17       Entitled Williston 1902-1906, deals with Thomas Gregory's educational  
  pursuit at the all white New England Prep School. Quoted from the   
  inside cover.    'A TRUE DOCUMENTED RECORD OF A NEGRO  
  BOY (Age 15-19) in the year 1902-1906 ...... The scrapbook contains  
  programs, clippings, invitations, tickets, grades, and letters.  The records  
  reflect Gregory's membership in several organizations especially the  
  debate club. Honors received by Gregory at this institution are also  
  noted.  
                                        (Scrapbook II Microfilm available for research)  
  
Box 37-18        A scrapbook dated 1906-1910 entitled Harvard.  This is a large collection 
  of items collected by Thomas Gregory during his academic years at  
  Harvard University. 1934. The majority of the items are clippings about  
  Harvard athletic teams, especially football, of which Gregory was a  
  member.  Many items from the debating team, where Gregory was a  
  distinguished member are located in this scrapbook.  Other items include  
  grade reports, broadsides, invitations,-programs of players.    
  Correspondence dealing with Gregory and the Harvard administration are  
  also included.  
  
Box 37-18           Tapes  
                            Two cassette tapes by Thomas M. Gregory of reminiscences on Howard 
      University, dated 1971.   
 14 
Thomas M. Gregory Collection-Additions  Series Description 
  
Series M        Thomas M. Gregory Materials  
 Box 37-19      Personal: (xerox copies) Include obituary materials, clippings on his  
  career, educational and civic certificates, and an invitation to attend a  
  banquet in his honor in 1954. Military: (xerox copies) Items include  
  military certificates and military data. Also included are military   
  photographs of T.M. Gregory and others. Correspondence: (xerox copies)  
  Personal correspondence between T.M. Gregory and his                                          
  mother dated 1904, when he was a student at Williston Academy. General  
  Correspondence : (xerox copies) A collection of correspondence between  
  T.M. Gregory and Alain Locke, Theodore Roosevelt and Joel Spingarn.  
  Literary Correspondence: (xerox copies) Gregory's personal notes about  
  this correspondence, precede the materials.  Same very distinguished  
  names are present such as Jessie Fauset and James Weldon                     
  Johnson.  A group of letters between Gregory and Jean Toomer are  
  interesting. Howard University Correspondence: (xerox copies) There are  
  four folders on Thomas Gregory's termination reinstatement at Howard  
  University from 1911 to 1926.  His personal notes on this incident are  
  quite interesting.  Other subject areas include: Thomas M. Gregory's  
  official appointment papers to the H.U.  Drama Dept.; correspondence on  
  Pres. Durkee investigation of 1925; The M. Franklin Peters affair; Thomas 
  M. Gregory's letter of resignation from Howard University in 1925 and  
  information on a fund established in memory of his father James M.  
  Gregory.  Howard Players: (xerox copies) This material includes   
  correspondence, tickets, announcements and Thomas Gregory's personal  
  notes and information an several theatre productions.  Also there is an  
  article entitled, ''Me Negro Theatre,'' by Gregory which includes notes by  
  him Photographs: (copies of originals) Includes a photograph with James  
  Frances Gregory, Alain Locke, and William Stanley Braithwaite,  also  a  
  single autographed photo of W.C Handy.  
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Thomas M. Gregory Collection-Additions Series Description continued 
  
Series M        Thomas M. Gregory Materials continued  
Box 37-20     Articles, Book Reviews, Manuscripts: (xerox copies) This material reveals 
  the spectrum of Gregory's literary interests. Of special interest are reviews  
  on the book. Plays of Negro Life edited.  by Alain Locke and Montgomery 
  Gregory in 1928,  A review of Jessie Fauset's There is Confusion by  
  Gregory;  a  manuscript synopsis of the play "Undertow," are samples of  
  materials in this group. Of special significance is a copy of the speech  
  Gregory delivered at the Williston commencement in 1906, entitled ''Me  
  White Peril in the Far East.'' Reader's Digest Article (xerox copies) This  
  material is the highlight of the Additions Series.  It begins with Gregory's  
  personal notes nd correspondence between Thomas Gregory and the  
  intended author, Paul Friggens.  The materials on the Gregory Family  
  were gathered for  an  article to be published in the Reader's Digest.  The  
  article was never published, however, excellent biographical sketches on  
  members of the Gregory family were brought together. Included in this  
  series is information on James Monroe Gregory,  his wife, Mrs. Fannie H.  
  Gregory; James Francis Gregory; Thomas M. Gregory; Francis A.   
  Gregory; and a  short article on the Gregory Family.Foreign Student  
  Affairs - U.S. State Department: (xerox copies) From 1961 to 1962,  
  Thomas Gregory served as a consultant to the U.S. State Department in  
  the Foreign Student Affairs.  The purpose of the program is in                             
  the folder #436.  The colleges and universities he visited as well as other  
  official materials are listed in alphabetical order.  
  
Series N          James Monroe Gregory Materials 
Box 37-21        Personal: (mostly xerox copies) Includes biographical information from  
  various sources; a copy of his birth certificate, obituaries, informa-  
  Gregory political activities. Correspondence: (xerox copies) James M.  
  Gregory was involved in several political activities.  The political   
  correspondence, deals with his help in the William McKinley presidential  
  election of 1896. Howard University Correspondence: (xerox copies)  
  These materials cover several investigations on Howard University  
  personnel.  The first case deals with a libel suit between James M.   
  Gregory and Daniel Murray 1896, the other cases involve J.B. Johnson,  
  1895 and President Rankin, 1895. Bordentown Industrial School: James  
  M. Gregory served as principal of this school from 1897 to 1915. Included 
  are original printed commencement programs from 1898 to 1914, and  
  printed publications from the school.  
 
Printed Materials:  
James M. Gregory served as President of the American Association of Educators of 
Colored Youth from 1890 to 1898, Included are original printed materials from that 
organization. There are also xerox tickets  
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Thomas M. Gregory Collection-Additions Series Description 
  
Series N          James Monroe Gregory Materials    continued 
 Box 37-21       Printed Materials:  continued from the 1892 National Republican   
  Convention, and a  printed obituary of Wiley Lane.  
  
Series O          Gregory Family (mostly xerox)  
Box 37-21         There is information on Eugene M. Gregory, in this series.  This includes 
    letters between Eugene and W.E.B. Du Bois.  Information on Fannie H.  
    Gregory and an original clipping on the military activities of Frederick D. 
     Gregory dated 1978.  
  
Series P             Photographs         (original)  
Box 37-21          Includes an individual photograph of James M. Gregory and several  
     family group photographs.  The original photographs have been   
     identified.  Most of the photographs were taken on the grounds of   
     Ironside in Bordentown, N.J.  
 17 
Container   List 
  
  
Series A:   Military  
                        Central Committee of Negro College Men - WWI  
Box 37-1          Folder 
             1 Central Committee of Negro College Men - WWI, correspondence  
  2 Gregory's personal notes - Central Committee of Negro College Men  
                        3 Central Committee of Negro College Men - WWI, financial records  
         4 Central Committee of Negro College Men - printed materials,   
   broadsides  
                        5 Gregory's personal notes - Central Committee at Howard University -  
   WWI  
                        6   Central Committee of Negro College Men -lists, form letters                                                   
  7 Gregory's personal notes - Provisional Training Camp Association  
  8 Provisional Training Camp Association -Constitution  
  9 Provision Training Camp Association for Negro Officers Fort Des  
   Moines Officers - WWI  
                        10 Gregory's personal notes - Training Camp  
                        11 Ft. Des Moines Officers Training Camp -correspondence  
                        12 Ft. Des Moines Officers' Training Camp- other correspondents 
   13 Ft. Des. Moines Officers Training Camp - Broadsides  
                        14 Gregory's personal notes - Ft. Des Moines Officer's Camp  
                        15   Ft. Des Moines Officer's Training Camp - clippings 
                        16 Ft. Des Moines Officer's Training Camp - clippings  
                        17 Clippings (cont'd)  
                        18 Clippings (cont'd)  
                        19 Telegrams  
                        20 Post card, views  
                        21 Printed materials  
  
                        Student Army Training Camps  
                        22 Personal notes -Howard University  
                        23 Statement of purpose  
                        24 Correspondence  
  
                      Camp Dix, New Jersey, 349th &  
                       350th Field Artillery - WWI     
                        25 Personal notes  
                        26 Correspondence  
                        27 Colored Republican Club  
                        28 Pamphlet, Modern Artillerymen  
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Container List 
 
 
Series A:   Military  
               War Department, Office of Chief of Staff Bureau of Military Intelligence  
    and Bureau of Internal Subversion - WWI 
Box  Folder 
37-1                 29   Personal notes  
                        30   Correspondence  
                        31   Other correspondence  
  
                        Company B. New Jersey Award Commanding Officer - Capt. T. M.  
   Gregory  
                         32   Personal notes  
                         33   History of Battalion  
                         34   Correspondence & memos  
                         35   Resignation of T. M. Gregory  
                         36   Morrow Castle Disaster   correspondence  
                         37   Morrow Castle Disaster   clippings  
   38   Morrow Castle Disaster personal notes  
                         39   Morrow Castle Disaster resolutions  
  
                          Negro Regiments  in  Wars  
                          40   Negro Regiments - clippings                                                   
                          41   Negro Regiments - news releases  
                          42   Negro Regiments - news releases  
                          43   Negro Regiments - official bulletin - 1918  
                          44   Negro Regiments - Orders, commendation  
                          45   Negro Regiments - Negroes and the War  
   
Series B:   Howard Players   Correspondence  
 37-2                 46   Personal   notes 
                         47  Correspondence -  B  to  C  
                         48   Correspondence  -  D  
                         49   Correspondence -  E  to  G  
                         50   Correspondence -  H  to  J  
                         51   Correspondence  -  K  to  M  
                         52   Correspondence  -  0  to  S  
                         53   Correspondence  -  T  to  Z  
                         54   Other correspondents  
  
                          Howard   Players - World Disarmament Conference  
                          55   Personal   notes 
                          56   Correspondence -  A  
                          57   Correspondence  -  B  to  C  
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Container List 
 
 
Series B:  Howard Players   Correspondence continued 
Box  Folder 
 37-2                Howard   Players - World Disarmament Conference  
                         58   Correspondence - D to F  
                         59   Correspondence - G to H  
                         60   Correspondence - I to K  
                         61   Correspondence - L to N  
                         62   Correspondence - P to R  
                         63   Correspondence - S to T  
                         64   Correspondence - V to W  
                         65   World Disarmament Conference Titles of Nobility  
                         66   Legible signatures  
                         67   Official Calling Cards  
   68   World Disarmament Conference - Tickets   to   H.U.   performance  
                         69   World Disarmament Conference - 1921 List of delegates  
                         70   World Disarmament Conference - news releases  
   
Series C:     Howard Players  
37-3                 71  Gregory's personal notes- Howard Player's photographs  
                        72   Howard Player's - photographs  
                        73   Howard Player's - photographs Howard Players - Director's Reports,  
   Budget, Roster    
                       74   Gregory's personal notes Department of Drama  
                       75   Contract 
                       76   Class list  
                       77   Organization and Regulations  
                       78   Drawings 
                       79   Glass negative  
                       80   History   missing  
                       81   Inventory  
                       82   Annual Report  
  
                      Howard Players Programs  
                      83   Personal notes  
                      84   Howard Players Programs  
                      85   Howard Players Programs  
                      86   Howard Players Programs  
                      87   Howard Players Programs.  
                      88   Howard Players Programs  
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Container List 
 
 
Series C:     Howard Players continued 
Box  Folder 
 37-3                Howard Players - Tickets, Invitations, Handbills   
                        89   Personal notes  
                        90   Howard Players   - Tickets and Invitations, etc.  
 
                       Howard Players Publicity                                               
                        91   Howard Players Publicity  
                        92   Howard Players Publicity    
                        93   Howard Players Publicity                            
 
                       Howard Players Newspaper Clippings  
  94 Gregory's personal notes  
                        95 Howard Players - clippings  
                        96 Howard Players - clippings  
                        97 Howard Players - clippings  
   
                        Tributes to the work of Howard University Department of Dramatic Art in  
   Magazines  
                        98 Gregory's personal   notes  
                        99 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        100 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        101 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        102 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        103 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        104 Howard Players Magazine Tributes  
                        105 Howard Players - Printed Tribute to the Negro Theatre  
   
Series D:  Play Manuscripts by Howard Players 
37-4                 106 Gregory's personal notes - Play Manuscript by Howard Players   
                        107 Howard Players Original Manuscripts - Banks, Lucille  
                        108 Howard Players Original Manuscript Beausey, DeReath  
                        109 Howard Players Original Manuscripts Duncan, Thelma  
                        110 Howard Players Original Manuscripts Graham, Lottie  
                        111 Howard Players Original Manuscripts Mayo,   Marian  
                        112 Howard Players Original Manuscripts Milton, Muriel A  
                        113 Howard Players Original Manuscripts Thomas, Marguerite C.E.  
                        114 Howard Players Original Manuscripts unsigned  
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Container List 
 
 
Series E:  Play Manuscript by Well known Writers in Theater  
Box  Folder 
37-4                115 Gregory's personal   notes  
                        116 Play manuscript - Charpenning, Charlotte  
  117 Play manuscript - Davis,  Max  
                        118 Play manuscript - Davis,  Max  
                        119 Play manuscript - Down, Oliphant and   Beatrice Pallenden  
                        120 Play manuscript - Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von  
                        121 Play manuscript-   Green, Paul and Erma  
                        122 Play manuscript-   McCoo, Edward  
                        123 Play manuscript-   Maran, Rene  
                        124 Play manuscript -   Meyer, Anne  
                        125 Play manuscript -   Mygatt, Tracy  
                        126 Play manuscript -   music from "Indian Invocation"  
                        127 Play manuscript -  Torrence, Ridgely  
  
Series F:   Significant and Historical Programs  
                        128 Gregory's personal notes -  
                        129 Gregory's personal notes -  Provinceton Players  
                        130 Programs - Historical performances  
                        131 Programs - Historical performances  
                        132 Programs - Historical performances  
                        133 Programs - Historical performances  
                        134 Programs - Historical performances  
  
Series G:   Richard B. Harrison  
                        135 Gregory's personal notes - Harrison, Richard B.  
                        136 Correspondence  
                        137 Clippings  
                        138 Photograph  
                        139 Programs  
  
Series H: Howard University  
                        Debating and Lectures 1914-1924  
37-5                140 Gregory's personal notes  
            141 Announcements  
                       142 Clippings  
                       143 Photographs  
                       144 Programs  
                       145 Programs  
                       146 Programs  
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Series H: Howard University continued 
Box  Folder 
             Publication Containing Contributions by T.M.  Gregory  
37-5                147 T.M. Gregory Publications in Howard Periodicals - The Citizen  
   Aug. & Sept. 1915  
             148 T. M. Gregory Publications in Howard Periodicals - The Howard  
   University Record - June 1920  
                         149 T. M. Gregory Publications in Howard Periodicals - The Howard  
   University Record - June 1920   
  
                         Howard University Magazines  
                          150The Stylus Magazine - June 1916  
                          151 The Stylus Magazine - May 1934  
                          152 The Stylus Magazine - June 1934  
                          153 The Stylus Magazine - June 1937  
  
                           Howard University Historical Items  
                           154 Gregory's Personal Notes - Howard University  
                           155 Gregory's Personal Notes - Aldridge, Ira 
                           156 Aldridge, Ira - American Shakespeare Foundation Fund  
                           157 Howard University - Act of Incorporation & By - Laws  
                           158 Howard University - Autographs of Notables                                                                                                                                                                                                               
     159 Howard University -Durkee, Stanley  
                           160 Howard University- Federal Appropriations  
                           161 Howard University - Gregory,  James H. - Eulogy of  Charles  Otey  
                           162 Howard University- Johnson, Mordecai  
                           163 Howard University- Miller, Kelly  
     164 Howard University - post cards  
                           165 Howard University - programs 
                           166 Howard University - programs  
                           167 Howard University - Trustee's Statement  
                           168 Howard University - U.S. Congress Hearing  
                           169 Howard University - photograph of Baseball Team  
   
Series I:     Frederick Douglass Testimonials  
37-6                    170 Gregory's Personal Notes - Frederick Douglass Testimonial  
   Banquet  
                           171 Speech - Brooks, Joseph  
                           172 Speech - Douglass, Frederick, Jr.  
                           173 Speech - Ewing, John W.  
                           174 Speech - Fortune, T. Thomas  
                           175 Speech - Greene, Thoedore  H.  
                           176 Speech - Hewlette, E. Molyneaux  
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Container List 
 
 
Series I:  Frederick Douglass Testimonials continued 
Box  Folder 
37-6                 177 Speech - Reason, Charles L.  
                        178 Speech - Shellabarger, Samuel  
                        179 Speech - Syphax, William  
                        180 Speech -Taliaferro,  William G.  
                        181 Speech - Williams, George  W.  
   
Series J:   Historical Material  
                         182 Gregory's Personal Notes  - Amenia Conference  
                         183 Amenia  Conference 
                         184 Crumell, Alexander 
                         185 Gregory's Personal Notes  -  Du Bois, W. E. B. - 1924  
                         186 Historical Material - program  Du Bois  
                         187 Gregory's Personal Notes  - Clippings on the Assassination of   
   President Lincoln  
   188 Historical Material   -  clipping on the Lincoln Assassination - 1865  
                         189 Historical Material   -  clipping on President Thomas Jefferson  
                         190 Historical Material   -  Freedom Papers - April 16, 1811  
                         191 Historical Material   -  Letters  - Clifford, Carrie  to   Mrs.  T.   
   Gregory; Dunbar,  Paul   to  S. Braithwaite  
   
Series K:   Pamphlets  
 37-7                192 Formal bibliography to Gregory's Collection  
                        193 Gregory's personal notes - Adams,  John Quincy  
                        194 Pamphlet  Adams, John Quincy - 1841  
                        195 Gregory's personal notes -  The African Captives  
                        196 Pamphlet - The African Captive  
                        197 Pamphlet - The American Church Institute for Negroes  
                        198 Pamphlet - The American Church Institute for Negroes  
                        199 Gregory's personal notes  American Negro Academy  
                        200 Pamphlet   - American Negro Academy -  1920  
                        201 Pamphlet   - American Negro Academy  - 1921  
                        202 Pamphlet   -  American Negro Academy  - 1922  
                        203  Pamphlet   - American Negro Academy  - 1924  
                        204 Gregory's personal notes The American Negro  
                        205  Pamphlet - The American Negro 1929  
                        206  Pamphlet - Arthur B. Spingarn  Collection  
                        207  Gregory's personal notes -  Anti-Slavery Almanac  
                        208  Pamphlet -Anti-Slavery Almanac for  1837  
                        209  Pamphlet - Anti-Slavery Society  Uwchland, PA 
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Series  K:  Pamphlets   continued 
Box  Folder 
37-7                 210  Pamphlet - Archer, Thomas The Black Doctor 
                        211  Gregory's personal notes  The Arch  
                        212  Pamphlet - The Arch   N.Y. University Literary Magazine   1923  
                        213  Gregory's personal notes  -  Asher, Rev. J.  
                        214  Pamphlet - Asher, Rev. J. -1850  
                        215  Gregory's personal notes  - Banneker, Benjamin  
                        216  Pamphlet - Banneker, Benjamin -  1854  
                        217  Pamphlet - Benedict, Ruth    1943  
                        218  Gregory's personal notes  Boston Slave Riot  
                        219  Pamphlet - The Boston Slave Riot 1854 and Trial of Anthony Burns  
                        220  Pamphlet - Bragg, George F.  
                        221  Pamphlet - Greene, Bessie Springer - 1922 
                        222  Gregory's personal notes  - Brownsville Affair  
                        223  Pamphlet - The Brownsville Affair 1908  
                        224  Pamphlet - Bruce, Roscoe C.  
                        225  Pamphlet - Bruce, Roscoe C -  1903  
  
37-8                 226  Gregory's personal notes  - Carnegie, Andrew  
                         227  Pamphlet - Carnegie, Andrew - 1907  
                        228  Gregory's personal notes -Chaff, Gumb  
    
                         Ethiopian  Glee Club  
                         229  Pamphlet - Chaff,  Gumbo, Ethiopian  Glee  Book                                                 
                         230  Gregory's personal notes  -  Colonization Society  
                         231  Pamphlet - Colonization Society  Conn. - 1831  
                         232  Gregory's personal  notes Crundall, Reuben  
                         233  Pamphlet - Crandall, Reuben Trial of 1836  
                         234  Gregory's personal notes  -  Alex, 1861  
                         236  Gregory's  personal  notes - Dale, Lilly -songster  
                         237   Pamphlet  - Dale,  Lilly,  Songster  
                          238   Gregory's personal  notes  - Darrow, Clarence  
                          239   Pamphlet - Darrow, Clarence -  Delaney, Martin R.  
                          241   Pamphlet - Delaney, Martin R. 1861  
                          242   Pamphlet - District of Columbia-- 1898  
                          243   Pamphlet - Dorsey, Leo M.  
                          244   Gregory's personal  notes  -  Douglass, Frederick and Ingersoll,  
   Robert G  
                          245   Pamphlet -Douglass, Frederick and Ingersol, Robert G.  -  1883   
    2 copies  
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Series  K:  Pamphlets   continued 
Box  Folder 
37-8                246   Pamphlet  Douglass, Frederick and  Ingersoll, Robert G.  1883  
                        247   Gregory's personal notes  Douglass, Frederick  
                       248   Pamphlet  Douglass,  Frederick   -   
                       249   Pamphlet  Douglass,  Frederick   -  1886  speeches  
                       250   Pamphlet   Down, Oliphant -  1923  
                       251   Pamphlet  Dunsany,  Lord  -  1922  
37-9               252   Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Educators of Colored Youth Association  
                       253   Pamphlet - Educators  of  Colored  Youth Association - 1895  
                       254   Gregory's personal  notes  -  Everett, Edward, Hon.  
                       255   Pamphlet - Everett,  Edward,  Hon. speech, 1853  
                       256  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Equal  Suffrage - 1865 
             257  Pamphlet - Equal Suffrage - 1865  
                       258  Pamphlet - Federal Theatre of WPA  
                       259  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Flipper, Henry O. 
            260  Pamphlet - Flipper, Henry Ossian, Trial of 1899  
                       261  Gregory's  personal  notes  - Foraker, Hon.  Joseph  B.  
                       262  Pamphlet - Foraker, Hon. Joseph B. - 1908  
                       263  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Gibson,  Charles F.       
                       264  Pamphlet - Gibson,  Charles  F. 1931  
                       265  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Grimke, Angelina  
                       266  Pamphlet - Grimke, Angelina F.  1837  
                       267  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Gronniosaw, Jas Albert  
                       268  Pamphlet - Gronniosaw, Jas. Albert Ukawsaw -  autobiography - 1814  
                       269  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Guerard, Albert  
                       270  Pamphlet -  Guerard,  Albert  - 1925  
                       271 Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Harlem Riot  
                       272  Pamphlet - Harlem Riot - 1935  
                        273  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Holmes, Eugene C.  
                        274  Pamphlet - Holmes,  Eugene  C. “The Legacy of Alain Locke” 
                        275  Pamphlet - Holmes,  Eugene  C. “Alain Locke & the Adult    
   Education Movement” 
                          276  Pamphlet - Holmes,  Eugene  C. “Alain Locke - A Sketch” 
                          277  Pamphlet - Holmes,  Eugene  C.  1950  
                          278  Gregory's  personal  notes  - Howard University  
                          279  Pamphlet - Howard University -  Alumni Catalogue - 1867-1890  
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Series  K:  Pamphlets   continued 
Box  Folder 
37-9             280  Pamphlet - Howard University   Alumni  Directory   1870-1919  
                        281  Pamphlet  - Howard   University Catalogue - 1883-84  
                        282  Pamphlet  - Howard   University Catalogue  -  1885-1886  
                        283  Pamphlet  - Howard   University Catalogue -1887 -1888  
                        284  Pamphlet  - Howard   University  The Mirror - 1915   
37-10               285  Gregory's personal  note - Jackson, Henry, Hon.  
                         286  Pamphlet - Jackson, Henry, Hon.  1891  
                         287  Pamphlet  - Jackson,  John Andrew  - 1862  
                         288  Pamphlet - Johnson,  Guy  B. 1927  
                         289  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Jones, Absalom  &  Allen, Richard  
                         290  Pamphlet - Jones, Absalom and Allen, Richard  -  1794  
                          291  Gregory's  personal   notes Lane, Lunsford  
                         292  Pamphlet -Lane, Lunsford 1842  
                          293  Pamphlet - Langston Civic Clubs of  America  
                         294  Pamphlet - Lawrence, W.  
                         295  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Lemon  Slave  Case  
                         296  Pamphlet - Lemon Slave  Case-  1860  
                         297  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Lewis,  Wm.H.                                      
                         298  Pamphlet - Lewis, William H  1913  
                         299  Gregory's personal  notes  -   Mars  James  
                         300  Pamphlet - Mars, James - 1866  
                         301  Pamphlet - Mason, Mary L. 1921  
                         302  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Case of the  Slave  Child  "Med"  
                         303  Pamphlet -  Med's  Case  -  1836 State  of  Mass  
                         304  Pamphlet - Miller,  Kelley  -  "The Disgrace of  Democracy"  -  1917  
   305  Pamphlet - NAACP Annual Report - 1922  
                         306  Gregory's personal  notes - National Emigration  Convention ,1854  
                         307  Pamphlet - National Emigration convention - 1854  
                         308  Gregory's personal  notes   -  Negroes and Communists   etc.  
                         309  Pamphlets - Negroes and Communist - five items  
                         310 Pamphlets - Negro and Communists - six items  
                         311  Pamphlets  Negroes  and   World War  II 1944  
                         312  Gregory's personal  notes   -  
                         313  Pamphlet  - Negroes  and  the  War - WWII -  History  of  
                         314  Gregory's personal notes - Nell,  Wm.  C.  
                         315  Pamphlet - Nell, William C. 1852  
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Series  K:  Pamphlets   continued 
Box  Folder 
37-11                 316  Gregory's  personal  notes   - Ohio, Colored Citizens of  State  
   Convention  
                           317  Pamphlet  - Ohio, Colored Citizen of  
                                                                    State Convention  -   1849  
                           318  Pamphlet  - Ovington,  Mary  White  
                                                                    1932  
                           319  Pamphlet  - Photographic Souvenir  
                                                                     of South African Natives  
                           320   Gregory's personal  notes  -  Play  
                                                                     Programs  
                          321  Pamphlet - Play Programs  
                          322  Gregory's  personal  notes   -   Poole, Wm. Frederick                                                   
                          323  Pamphlet  - Poole,  Wm.  Frederick                                            
                          324  Pamphlet - Praga, Marco - 1923  
                         325  Pamphlet  -  The  Re-conquest  of  America - 1919  
                         326 Gregory's  personal  notes Rhode Island #10 Historical Tracts  
                         327  Pamphlet - Rhode Island #10 Historical Tract  -  1880  
                          328  Pamphlet " Robeson,  Paul  -  1950  
                          329  Pamphlet - Roosevelt, Franklin, 1942  
                          330  Gregory's  personal  notes  - Saint Helena Island  Spirituals  
                          331  Pamphlets  - Saint  Helena Island Spirituals - 1924  
                           332  Gregory's personal  notes  - Schomburg, Arthur  
                           333  Pamphlet -Schomburg, Arthur B.  1913  
                           334  Gregory's personal  notes  - Sims, Thomas Trial - 1851  
                           335  Pamphlet - Sims, Thomas - 1851                                                                                                     
                336  Gregory's  personal  notes  -  Smith, Charles Spencer - lst Race Riot  
   -1920  
                            337  Pamphlet - Smith, Charles Spencer lst Race Riot - 1920  
                            338  Gregory's personal   notes Stewart, Alvan -  N.J. Supreme Court  
                            339  Pamphlet - Stewart, Alvan  N. J. - 1845  
                            340  Gregory's personal   notes  James R. - N.J. Supreme Court  
                            341  Pamphlet - Stockton, James R. N.J. Supreme Court - 1904  
                            342  Gregory's personal  notes  - Story, Hon. Joseph  
                            343  Pamphlet - Story, Joseph, Hon.  
                            344  Pamphlet - Styles, Fitzhugh Lee l934  
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Series  K:  Pamphlets   continued 
Box  Folder 
37-12              345  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Sumner, Charles  
                       346  Pamphlet - Sumner, Charles - 1852  
             347  Gregory's personal  notes  -  Terrell, Mary Church  
                       348  Pamphlet - Terrell, Mary Church  1904  
                       349  Gregory's  personal  notes  - Terrell, Judge Robert H.  
                       350  Pamphlet - Terrell, Judge Robert H.  
                       351  Gregory's personal notes Torrey, Rev. C. T.  
                       352  Pamphlet - Torrey, Rev.  C. T. - 1846  
                       353  Pamphlet - U. S. Senate  
                       354  Gregory's personal notes Watkins, James J.  
                       355  Pamphlet - Watkins, James   1859  
                       356  Pamphlet - Washington, Booker  T. -  1924  
                       357  Pamphlet  Washington, Booker   T. -  1924  
                       358  Pamphlet - Wilkis, Laura E. - 1899  
                       359  Gregory's personal notes  - White, Hon. George H.  
                       360  Pamphlet - White George  H.  
                       361  Gregory's personal notes  - Wheatley, Phillis  
                        362  Pamphlet - Wheatley, Phillis - 1769  
                        363  Pamphlet - Wheatley, Phillis -  1773  
                        364  Gregory's personal notes  -  Wright, Marion Thompson  
                         365  Pamphlet -  Wright, Marion  Thompson - 1943  
                         366  Pamphlet -  Wright, Marion Thompson -  1943 
                         367  Gregory's  personal notes  -  Yergan, Max  
                        368  Pamphlet -  Yergan, Max  1938  
   
Series K:    Periodicals  
 37-13                369  Periodical, Black Opal Spring l927  
                          370  Periodical - Black Opal Dec. 1928  
                          371 Gregory's personal notes Carolina Magazine  
                          372  Periodical ---The Carolina Magazine May 1927  
                          373  Periodical - The Carolina Magazine April 1929  
                          374  Periodical - The Carolina Magazine April 1929  
    375   Periodical  -  The  Citizen Aug. 1915  
                          376   Periodical   -  The  Citizen  Sept.  1915  
                          377   Periodical  -  Friends  Intelligiencer - Feb. 1944  
                           378   Periodical - The Howard Alumni  -  Oct. 1926  
                           379   Periodical  -  The  Stylus  -  June 1916  V.1   No.14 
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Series K:    Periodicals continued 
Box    Folder 
37-7                   380   Periodical   -  The  Stylus   - June 1916   V.1   No.1  
                           381   Periodical   -  The  Stylus   - May 1921    V.l. No.2  
                           382   Gregory's personal notes - Survey Graphic  
                           383   Periodical - Survey Graphic  
                           384   Periodical - Survey Graphic.  
  
Series  L:     Oversized & Wrapped Material  
Item 37-14 A certificate  of  membership  in  the  American  Negro Academy.  
Item  37-15      Howard Players Posters  
Item  37-16     Framed Certificate of membership in the Stylus Club, 1916  
Item  37-17     Wrapped Scrapbook No.1  New England Prep School Education  
Item  37-18     Wrapped Scrapbook No. II Harvard Years  
Item  37-18     Two cassette tapes by T.M. Gregory of  Reminiscences on Howard  
   University Date l97l 
 
 
                           Thomas M. Gregory Collection Additions  
 
Series M:   Thomas M. Gregory - Additions  
37-19        385   Obituary   
                        386   Clippings on Career  
                        387   Certificates  
                        388   Honors Banquet 1954  
  
                        Military  
                        389  Military Certificates  
                        390   Data  
                        391   Military Photographs  
  
                        Personal Correspondence  
                         392   T.M. Gregory - To Mother 1904  
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                           Thomas M. Gregory Collection Additions  
 
Series M:   Thomas M. Gregory - Additions  
Box   Folder 
37-19                General Correspondence  
                         393   Johnson, Charles S.  
                         394   Locke, Alain  
                         395   Roosevelt, Theodore  
                         396   Spingarn, Joel  
  
                         Literary Correspondence  
                         397   Gregory's Personal Notes Literary Correspondence  
                         398   Literary Correspondence -  B to W  
  
                          Howard University Correspondence  
                          399   T.M. Gregory Case  -  1911  
                          400   T.M. Gregory Case  -  1912  
                          401   T.M. Gregory Case  -  1913  to 1926  
                          402   T.M. Gregory Case - Clippings  
                          403   Gregory's Personal Notes -  H.U. Correspondence  
                          404   T.M. Gregory Fund  
                          405   H.U. Drama Dept. Appt.  
                          406   Pres. Durkee Investigation 1925  
                          407   T.M. Franklin Peters Affair  
                          408   T.M. Gregory - Resignation 1925  
     
                           Howard   Players 
                          409   Gregory's Personal  Notes  
                          410   Correspondence  
                          411   Charles S. Gilpin  
                          412   "The Emperor Jones" - 1921  
                          413   "Richeliea" - 1914  
                          414   "Thais"  -  1920  
                          415   "The Negro Theatre" and  notes  
                          416  Tickets, Announcements,  
   
                           Photographs  
                           417  Photographs  
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                           Thomas M. Gregory Collection Additions  
 
Series M:   Thomas M. Gregory - Additions  
Box   Folder 
37-20               Articles,  Book, Reviews, Manuscripts  
                        418   Article - "Opportunities  in Dramatics," by T.M. Gregory  
                        419   Book Reviews -Plays of Negro Life, Reviews, Title Page  
                        420   Book Reviews - Book Reviews by Jessie Fauset  
                        421   MSS. – The Negro & the Rep. Party in the Pres.  Elect.  of 1956  
                        422   MSS. - "My Tribute to W.  Hibberd Smith..." by T.M.. Gregory  
                        423   MSS. - "Undertow" by T.M.  Gregory  
                         424   MSS - "The White Peril in  the Far East" by T.M.  Gregory - 1906 
                          425   MSS  -  Untitled  
                          426   MSS  -  Untitled 
                          427   T.M. Gregory - Personal Notes  
  
                            Readers Digest Article  
                             428   Gregory's Personal Notes  
                             429   Correspondence  
                              430   Bio. Inf.-James Monroe Gregory 1849-1916  
                              431   Bio. Inf.-Mrs. Fannie  H. Gregory  
                              432   Bio Inf.-James Francis Gregory  
                              433   Bio.Inf. -Thomas M.  Gregory  
                              434   Bio.Inf.-The Gregory Family  
                               435  Clippings-Francis A. Gregory  
 
                               Foreign Student Affairs -  U.S. State Department  
                                436   Program & Purpose  
                                437   African Service Institute 1962  
                                438   Book Lists  
                                439   Calendars - 1963 
                                440   Correspondence  
                                441   East African Drama  
                                442   Fisk University  
                                443   Hampton Institute  
                                444   Harvard University  
                                445   Lincoln  University  
                                446   Mass. Institute of Technology  
                                 447   Morgan State College  
                                 448   State Univ. College, New Paltz, N.Y.  
                                 449   Tuskegee Institute  
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                        Thomas M. Gregory Collection Additions  
 
Series M:   Thomas M. Gregory - Additions  
Box   Folder 
37-20               450   Notes  
                        451   Orientation for Foreign Students  
                        452   "Our African Students"  
                        453   Reports  
                        454   Statistics  
                        455   Travel Vouchers  
                        456   Questionnaire  
   
Series N:    James M.  Gregory  
                          Personal  
37-21                457   Birth Certificate  
                         458   Bio. Inf.  
                         459   Bio. Inf. and Clipping  
                         460   Bio. Inf. and Photo  
                         461   Cemetery Plot  
                         462   Condolences  
                         463   Memorial Exercises - l9l6 
                         464   Obituaries & Clippings  
                         465   Record of Public Service  
                          466    Legal Document  
                          467    Legal Document  
                         468    Legal Action Against Segregation in D.C. Public Schools  - 1880's  
 
                       Correspondence  
37-21             469   Correspondence  
                      470   Political Correspondence - 1896 Election 
                      471   Slater Fund Correspondence  
  
                       Howard University Correspondence  
                        472   Corruption Case 1896  
                        473   Correspondence - Rankin  
                        474   J.B.  Johnson  Investigation- 1895  
                        475   Pres.  Rankin  Investigation- 1895  
                        476   Notes  
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                       Thomas M. Gregory Collection Additions  
 
Series  N:    James M. Gregory  continued 
Box   Folder 
             Bordentown Industrial  School  
37-21               477   Catalogue -1903-1904  
                        478   Commencement Programs 1898-1914  
                        479   Ironsides Echo  
  
                          Printed Materials  
                          480   J.M. Gregory  - Flash   3/1938  
                          481   Amer. Asso. of  Educators  of Colored Youth - 1893  
                          482   Amer. Asso. of  Educators  of Colored  Youth 
                          483  Wiley Lane-Obituary Addresses 1895  
                          484   Tickets, Republican Nat'l Convention 1892  
 
Series O:   Gregory Family  
  485   Eugene M.  Gregory/Musette  B. Gregory -  Correspondence  -  
                  W.E.B.  Du Bois  
                        486   Fannie H. Gregory  -  Obituary  
                        487   Fannie H. Gregory - Correspondence                                           
                        488   Frederick D. Gregory - Bio. information 
 
Series P:     Photographs  
37-21         Folder   
  489   J.M. Gregory - Individual  
                        490   J.M. Gregory -Photographs - Family  
                        491   J.M. Gregory - Photographs - Bordentown  
                        492   J.M. Gregory -Photographs - Oversized  
